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Overview



Introduction

• DECC, DEFRA and EST commissioned monitoring of 250 

households 2010-2011

• All owner-occupied, from across England

• 26 monitored for a year, 224 for one month

• There were four main objectives:
1. To identify and catalogue the range and quantity of electric appliances 1. To identify and catalogue the range and quantity of electric appliances 

found in the typical home.

2. To understand their patterns of usage - in particular, their impact on peak 

electricity demand.

3. To monitor total electricity consumption as well as individually monitoring 

the majority of appliances.

4. To collect ‘user habit’ data for a range of appliances using diaries.



Methods

• Used French ‘Multivoies’ system at circuit level

• Measured voltage and current at 2-minute intervals

• Records ‘active power’ to claimed accuracy of 2-3%, 

down to 2 Watts

• Socket meters attached to individual and grouped 

appliancesappliances



Past work



Representative?

• The homes were not perfectly representative:
1. More energy-conscious

2. Less electric heating

3. Fewer flats

4. Larger floor area

5. Somewhat lower electricity use 

(mean 4,093 kWh/y vs 4,154 kWh)(mean 4,093 kWh/y vs 4,154 kWh)

• However, they were fairly typical in terms of:
1. Social grade

2. Number of residents

3. Life stage

4. Property age



Representative?

• Participants from most 

of England

– South-west under-

represented

– North over-represented



Extremes



Average energy use breakdown



Our task

• Address 30 bundles of questions drawn up by DECC and 

DEFRA, relating to:

– Demand side management

– Appliances

– Smart meters

– Extreme users– Extreme users

– Social studies

– Policy

• 16-month contract Dec 2012-March 2014



Our task

Demand-side management and grids

Assess potential for demand shifting

Provide daily demand profiles

Estimate savings from avoiding back-up electric heating

Understand what baseload demand consists of

Understand more about standby energy use

Compare 24/7 appliances against manufacturers’ figures

Appliances ownership and usage patterns

Collect data on appliances and compare to actual sales

Explore electricity use in single-person households

Assess electricity demand for products with high agency

Updating modelling

Compare actual and modelled electricity and gas use for each home

Compare supplementary electric heating to gas use for homes with such 

heating

Updating statistics on electricity use by appliance

Compare survey data against DECC’s ECUK statistics and the Energy 

Follow-Up Survey

Calculate actual electricity use of each major appliance

Explore outdoor lighting and compare to EFUS

Correlate air conditioning data against temperature

Compare ‘unusual’ appliances against manufacturers’ data

Social studiesAssess electricity demand for products with high agency

Assess savings eroded by householders trading up for larger/more 

complex appliances

Assess direct rebound effects of more efficient products

Carry out cluster analysis to identify patterns

Explore seasonal/temperature trends in non-heating appliances

Unpack the data on use of washing machines

Investigate electric heating in conservatories

Look for evidence appliances are on while not used

Scoping study for wider trial with smart meters

Examine around 30 very high-, and 30 very low-, electricity use 

households

Social studies

Compare electricity use against environmental beliefs

Compare electricity use of wealthy and low-income pensioners

Estimate potential implications of demographic changes

Present average electricity use for each occupancy category, appliance 

type and socio-economic group

Analyse lighting energy use against geography, and compare to EFUS

Policy

Assess potential savings by socio-economic group

Explore whether an exchange scheme for low income households’ 

inefficient appliances would be cost-effective



The data

• Around 20 million data points

• 24 csv files, 1 KB to 7.2 GB

• No annotation or curation
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The data

• All data in deci-Watt hours

• Yearly households in 10 minute units except for one 

month, other households were two-minute data

• Mains only measured for 14 homes, and not all circuits

• Unclear strategy for choosing appliances to monitor, and 

favouring some appliances skews datafavouring some appliances skews data

• Many mismatches between appliance codes and profiles

(extract as ‘cooker’, kettle is ‘TV’, speakers are ‘laptop’)



Report 1: Early findings



Early Findings



Early Findings



24-Hour Profiles

• We developed a profiling tool for researchers to explore 

different household types themselves



Single Pensioners

• 34 single pensioners
- Night-time use dominated by heating

- Less electricity use for hot water and ‘other’ small appliances



How will digital technologies help?

By separating energy 

consumption into final uses1



Report 2:

Appliances



Report 2: Appliances



Smaller appliances - fridges
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Smaller appliances

Fridges pre-2004 2004 onwards

Mean capacity (litres) 136.6 186.6

Annual energy (kWh) 177 148

Mean annual energy use (116.6-156.6l, kWh) 161 134

Persuading households yet to buy new fridges to buy smaller 

units could save considerable electricity

Mean saving from pre-2004 capacity, post-2003 efficiency (kWh) 14

Percentage saving 9.5%



How will digital technologies help?

By running ‘what if’ scenarios2



Report 3: Models



Report 3: Models



Model comparisons

Huge variability in measured 

appliances energy use

Tendency to under-estimate 

cooking energy in CHM



How will digital technologies help?

By making it easier to test 

(and calibrate?) models3



Report 4:

Savings & beliefs



Report 4: Savings and beliefs



High and low-use households

Why do some households use more than 

5,200 kWh a year while others use less than 

1,970 kWh a year?

Low Medium High



High and low-use households

Is house type significant?



High and low-use households

All significant factors for high or low use



How will digital technologies help?

By providing evidence-based

rankings4



Summary



Summary

How can digital technologies help?

By disaggregating energy by final 

use

By running ‘what if?’ scenarios

1

2 4

3 By making it easier to test 

(and calibrate?) models

By providing evidence-based 

rankings
2 4

rankings

Download full reports here: 

http://tinycc/HES-Reports



Questions



Uncertainty



Uncertainty
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Standby profiles



Lights on over night



Overnight lighting

• 66 households (26%) used 42 W 

overnight on the lighting circuit

• Lamps 

– 4 in lounge

– 2 on landing– 2 on landing

– 7 in bedroom

• Overall mean 11.8 W per house

• From interviews: 4 out of 23 households 

said they left some lights on overnight for 

safety



Who leaves lights/appliances on?

Single-pensioner. Multi-pensioner. Single non-pens. With children No children

>40 W left on overnight (31)
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Conclusion

This is real science: trying to understand a 
messy world

Many findings are not as simple, or as 
definitive, as we would like

‘There’s no such thing as an average 
household’household’

Past policy interventions have not targeted by 
use

More sophisticated approaches are possible –
especially using smart meters


